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A QUICK MESSAGE FROM COACH
Make your best even better.
It's at the heart of everything we do at Carlisle Performance - and it hasn't changed even during this very strange quarantine
era. We will ensure you are safe and feel it whenever you come to our facility or meet with one of ou trainers. Your best
requires it.
In the coming weeks, we will continue to further expand upon the guidelines listed in this re-opening manual. We will be
adhering to local, state and federal safety requirements regarding re-opening, and continue to offer the gold-standard of
athlete satisfaction that the Bay area has come to rely upon.
We have been busy the last few months adapting to this "new normal" to offer re-vamped training programs, including a
brand new, high-tech meets high-touch Athletic Fitness Test.
Lastly, to keep everyone as safe as possible, I highly recommend doing all of your purchasing and booking through our
website only.
We will continue to adapt and change just like any good athlete adapts to new stimuli. We will rise to meet the challenges we
face, together.
I want to thank you, on behalf of the entire Carlisle Performance team, for your continued support during this time.

Coach Duane Carlisle

We are NOW OPEN for 1-on-1, first booked-first served sessions at our studio.
Let's get in it to win it.
Coach Carlisle
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PERSONNEL CONTROLS
Before entry, all individuals must complete a mandatory health declaration
(verbal screening) which states they agree to stay home and not visit the
Strength & Power facility (or off-site session) if:
-You have a fever over 100.4F (38C).
-You have engaged in high-risk activities that increases chance of transmission
of COVID-19 (travel, large group activities, etc). within the last 30 days.
-You have a cough or have trouble breathing.
-You have or recently had any other COVID-19 symptoms such as cough
shortness of breath, sore throat, nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, tiredness, chills,
headaches, muscle/body aches, confusion, or loss of taste/smell.
-You've been advised by a medical professional to quarantine as an
immunocompromised individual.
-You are a high risk individual.
No touch temperature measurements will be implemented for all staff/coaches
upon entry. All results will be confidential.

PERSONNEL CONTROLS
There will be no more than 2 coaches on the facility floor at one time with 1 client each. Eg: 1 coach with 2 clients only or 2 coaches with 1 client each.
We must limit the number of people who may be at the facility at the same time. These density requirements tell us how many people (coaches or
clients) we can let into the facility before another person leaves. Children under 12 who are accompanying a parent or guardian do not count against the
limit, but everyone age 12 and over does.
COVID-19 Signage will be displayed throughout the facility in key areas, as per Santa Clara County rules.
Distinct floor markers will be used to label any social-distancing requirements.
Parents are not permitted to attend facility sessions and usage of the waiting room is not permitted.
You must call us when arriving for your session. The doors will be locked and you will be let in by one of the CP Coaches.
Use of face masks will be required of all staff, trainers and clients while inside our facility.
All personnel are required to sanitize their hands upon entry AND before exiting the training area.

PROCEDURES IF PERSONNEL (STAFF OR CLIENTS) ARE INFECTED WITH OR HAVE
BEEN EXPOSED TO COVID-19
In the event we discover one of our staff or clients have tested positive for or have
been exposed to COVID-19, we will:
Create a list of clients who we trained in a certain timeframe.
Disclose the potential exposure to our clients via email or telephone. Will will not
disclose any identities, only that there is a potential exposure.
We will advise the person to contact their PCP should they exhibit any symptoms.
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CLEANING PROCEDURES
We are adhering to Santa Clara County guidelines regarding
cleaning. Every piece of equipment will be properly disinfected
after every client session has completed.
Fully stocked cleaning stations will be available throughout the
facility will include EPA approved cleaning solutions
and materials.
Carlisle Performance staff will regularly sanitize common areas
throughout the day, and our team will thoroughly disinfect the
facility at the close of every day.
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CLEANING PROCEDURES
We are using CLEAR GEAR cleaning products, specifically:
Cleaning Wipes 1,000 wipes Quick Release
Dispenser Pack
2QRD Bag, Disinfectant Wipes, 8 x 8 inch (200 x 200mm),
1000 Wipes
You can view their website for more information here.
The facility will be cleaned by a third-party company as well.
Off-site training equipment, if provided by Carlisle
Performance, will be sanitized before and after each session.
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ADJUSTMENTS TO
CLASSES & SERVICES- STUDIO
Until further notice, Athletic Development Academy classes at
the studio are suspended.
If you have outstanding Athletic Development Academy
sessions, please know you may use them for F.A.S.T School
sessions. Our Academy program is temporarily on hold.
The Strength & Power facility will only be used for 1-on-1
Personal Training sessions. There will be no more than 2
coaches on the floor at one time, with 1 client each (unless
siblings, then 2 clients are permitted).
Sessions will be 45 minutes between clients to allow for 15
minutes of cleaning.
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NEW PROGRAMS - THE NEW C.A.P
The Carlisle Athletic Profile has undergone a transformation
and is now better than ever.
You’ll benefit from a high-tech, time-tested, data-driven
fitness assessment in it’s accurate and unbiased
methodology, all measured with the industry’s best
equipment and tools.
Performance testing provides an athletic baseline so that you
(along with interested stakeholders, like coaches, managers
and parents), can see where you rank on all metrics.We can
test everyone – individuals, schools and sports organizations,
and all ages (middle school through to adults), both on & offsite for ultimate convenience.
BOOK NOW
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NEW PROGRAMS - THE NEW C.A.P
Every in-person program begins with a CAP test. We will test
Then, armed with the performance report which is available online
within 48 hours post-test, your designated Carlisle Performance coach
will develop a completely unique program that limits your injury risk and
raises your athletic ceiling.
We recommend re-testing every 4-6 weeks. If it's been a while, book
yours here.

BOOK NOW

NEW PROGRAMS - PERSONAL TRAINING
(VIRTUAL, 1-ON-1 ON & OFF-SITE)
At Carlisle Performance, your fitness is completely customized.
Personal Training is BOOMING, both on & offsite and virtually. With everyone choosing to be safe (and smartly so) our coaches have
seen an explosion in demand. We are booking on a first-come, first-serve basis due to the increase in demand.
We use world-class training techniques with state-of-the-art equipment to improve your speed and agility, increase vertical jump and
boost your conditioning level, flexibility, and core strength.
Our elite-level private training can come to you, wherever you are.
Our virtual training can be done in the comfort of your own home, either in a small Zoom group or 1-on-1.
Our off-site small group sessions will keep you safe, while also feeding the need to socialize.
Whatever you're looking for, we offer it. Most gyms in the San Jose area can only offer indoor training.
But you better hurry - our sessions fill up extremely quickly. Book yours today!

BOOK NOW
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FAQ
WILL TEMPERATURE CHECKS BE TAKEN UPON ENTRY TO A CP CLASS OR SESSIONS?
-Yes. we will take your temperature with a touch-free thermometer.
WHAT PPE IS REQUIRED TO VISIT A STUDIO CLASS?
-You must bring a facemask and any cleaning materials you wish to use on your own items. we will
have cleaning products available on-site. Masks are NOT required for outdoor sessions but social
distancing will be enforced (6ft apart, minimum). Don't worry, we won't make you do any intense
cardio while in the studio.
WILL THERE BE TOWELS AVAILABLE AT THE FACILITY?
-Yes, we will have towels available.
WHAT CLEANING MATERIALS WILL BE ON SITE?
-We will have all of the CDC's suggested cleaning materials on hand, such as spray sanitizer,
cleansing wipes, etc. We are adhering to all local & state regulations regarding cleaning.
WHAT AM I RESPONSIBLE FOR WHEN ATTENDING A CP CLASS OR SESSION?
-If you use the bathroom, please wash your hands thoroughly before returning to the common area of
the facility.
IF I CHANGE MY MIND ABOUT GOING TO A CLASS OR SESSION, CAN I SWITCH IN-PERSON
TRAINING TO VIRTUAL ONE?
-No. Unfortunately, our system does not allow for that change.

FAQ CONTINUED
WILL CP COME TO ME IF I DON'T FEEL COMFORTABLE GOING TO A FACILITY?
-Yes! We do it every day! Just book your next session under "Personal Training - Off-Site".
-WILL CP USE A THIRD-PARTY CLEANING SERVICE IN ADDITION TO REGULAR CLEANING?
The facility space we share will be cleaned by a third-party service.
HOW DO I SCHEDULE A SESSION WITH A COACH?
-Select your program of choice on our website. First purchase your session and then book it on the same page.
AM I ALLOWED TO BRING PERSONAL BELONGINGS TO A CLASS OR SESSION?
-Please bring only water and a towel, if possible. The less items you have to worry about cleaning, the better.
CAN I REFER MY FRIENDS AND FAMILY TO CP DURING THIS TIME?
-Absolutely! if you refer more than 3, you may receive a discount on future sessions.
HOW DO I CONTACT CP IF I HAVE ANY QUESTIONS OR CONCERNS?
-Give us a call at 650.537.9855 or email us at info@carlisleperformance.com

MAKE YOUR BEST
EVEN BETTER.

